Sustainable innovation: a closer look at the projects carried out with the vouchers for innovation in the Creative and Cultural Industries sector in the city of Prato.

THE “INNOMED UP” PROJECT FOR THE PROMOTION OF UPCYCLING IN CIRCULAR ECONOMY THROUGH INNOVATION AND EDUCATION FOR CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN MEDITERRANEAN CITIES.
The INNOMED-UP project is funded by the ENI CBC MED Programme for cross-border cooperation in the Mediterranean basin. The general objective of the project is to propose a strategy for Mediterranean cities, in which SMEs belonging to the Cultural and Creative Industries sector create circular economy clusters at local level, and participate in cross-border innovation networks thus promoting urban and social inclusion. As part of the project, vouchers dedicated to Circular Economy practices were provided for the implementation of innovative pilot products, the acquisition of innovative equipment, the activation of cross-border tutoring schemes and the promotion of inclusive economies.

The innovative products or services were designed by the subgrantees using waste materials and objects and proposing their reuse in a creative key through a regeneration process. The acquisition of specialized innovative equipment or software was aimed at the adoption of circular practices in the production line of SMEs. The areas in which to activate the tutoring/consulting were those of industrial research and experimental development in high-tech systems, or other collaboration schemes with third-party institutions in order to integrate high-tech and innovate on the principles of the Circular Economy.
THE VISION
The project is to be considered as an experiment aimed at highlighting the issue of textile waste through an artistic action.

THE PROJECT
"Industrial Art" was born from the collaboration between art professionals (designers, curators and artists) and some companies in the Prato textile district.
The project inserts the experimental languages of contemporary art into the process of reuse and industrial and artisan production waste. The artist was invited to find ways to translate the material into the immaterial, i.e. to give meaning, sound and vitality, to disappearance, subtraction, abstraction. It can be said that the project investigates the possibility of an alternative reuse, where what no longer has a reason to exist in this world finds a place in a different dimension.
The concept of circular economy is widely developed, since the reuse of waste is the starting point from which "Industrial Art" was born. Through an artistic and therefore creative elaboration, we arrive at the definition of a concept that will subsequently be declined and proposed in a usable artistic form.

The exhibition entitled “Like a Virgin”, with the works created by the artist Marcello Spada, made it possible to explore themes dear to Prato entrepreneurship and to develop them in a new way, with artistic action. The exhibition attracted many visitors, who took advantage of the food for thought provided, especially regarding the relationship between the city and the Circular Economy and the new alienating laws regarding textile waste.
The artist, with the collaboration of the curator Gabriele Tosi and the project manager Filippo Bigagli, has created 3 installations each with a reference to the Rossino (technical name used to identify the textile raw material derived from recycling) which in fact has been part of every work. The whole amount of collected material (600 kg) was present on display but not visible, as if to simulate the relationship between a tangible problem (ecology) and the difficulties of treatment derived in part from the action of non-expert legislators who jeopardize virtuous environmental processes.
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**THE VISION**

The winding device, or spool, is used in the textile industry for the creation of thread spools. These elements have multiple shapes, sizes and colors. In the past, the reel has already lent itself to spontaneous actions of creative reuse.

**THE PROJECT**

IPER-collettivo has been engaged for some time in the study of this textile waste product and its expressive potential in the field of design. The group carries out the research activity for Mariplast Spa, one of the main producers and innovators in the sector of plastic supports for the textile industry.

Starting from the spontaneous uses mapped on the territory of the Textile District, the research concentrated on the potential of the reel as a module which, thanks to its practically boundless availability in the city and its assembly characteristics, allows to create objects and structures on an urban scale and is easy to make.

Mariplast Spa has deepened the work, giving continuity to a stimulating and fruitful collaboration with IPER-collettivo, a creative entity that could conduct an investigation into the possible new uses of products.

The project traced a state of the art of the plastics sector, also at a transnational and European level. This was accompanied by a speculative research of innovation design following some guiding questions, both on materials and on functions, a focus on the materials and machinery used and a study on the margins of modification of the latter to obtain slightly modified but more suitable for upcycling practices; a benchmarking activity (functional and competitive) between companies in the same or similar sector, aimed at discovering who is adopting innovative solutions and a design thinking process starting from the object going backwards in the search for a new function, in the event of cover new market segments.

**THE RESULTS**

A final document was created with the results of the research, containing the state of the art of the possibilities of upcycling plastic products: a “report” that can also be used in other production contexts belonging to the Mediterranean basin to stimulate new synergies.
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THE VISION
The vision for this project is to give new life to a wasted raw material; transforming rustic Tuscan wool, coming from sheep for meat or milk, which is not considered of interest in the textile industry in a material for industrial and commercially desirable products; adding value through high impact design, creativity and high quality automated processes.
To make the supply chain economically sustainable, the final product must have a high added value and production must take place in such a way as to facilitate the use (upcycling) of a large quantity of this type of wool.

THE PROJECT
The objective is to create an experimentation laboratory on rustic Tuscan wool, a circular and recycled material, in which young designers, creatives, artisans, small sustainable brands, textile artists, students and the Lottozero community of non-professional textile lovers can investigate the material using a number of technologies and experiment with a variety of possible uses.
Why are laboratories of this type needed? They fit into the global growth of the circular economy movement, of makers, of the shared economy, of open source, of industry 4.0 combined with a return to craftsmanship, sustainability and high product quality, creating the conditions for more space and interest in the work of independent creatives.
In addition to making the laboratory available, the other central activities of the project were: co-planning and helping creatives in the development of rustic wool upcycling projects, offering workshops in pills such as digital fabrication, developing opportunities for collaboration, building networks, exchanging ideas and contents.

THE RESULTS
Investments in functional machinery for upcycling and circular design operations, including a cutting plotter machine, an electric tufting set, a hand and crank card and a spinning wheel.
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“BeCircular®! Innovative consultancy service with Cradle to Cradle® approach for the adoption of circular business models”

by Moebeus Società Benefit srl

THE VISION
Circularity is today an essential factor for any company that offers products or services. From a business point of view, the circular economy model can counter resource depletion, reduce pollution and be a source of cost savings, new revenue streams and better risk management. In this scenario, it is increasingly vital for companies to be able to evaluate their commitment and contribution to sustainable development and to adopt business models with a positive impact.

THE PROJECT
The objective of this project was to develop an innovative service to be provided in the form of consultancy to SMEs and craft businesses operating mainly in the textile sector. It is configured as a valid tool to bring SMEs and craft businesses closer to the Cradle to Cradle® (C2C) principles. This service has therefore been proposed as a strategic guide capable of providing qualitative indications on the circular level of the corporate business and proposing indications relating to good design practices and concrete actions to be introduced within processes to favor the transition towards the circular model.

Through the consultancy, companies will receive an initial circularity rating by following a path that includes 5 areas of study. The innovation introduced is based on the combined use of digital technologies and mathematical algorithms capable of both simplifying the information gathering process and increasing the reliability of the results obtained through automatic data analysis.

THE RESULTS
The consultancy service has been developed in three phases:
1. Circularity assessment questionnaire
2. Business strategy assessment questionnaire
3. Return of a strategic report with analysis and development ideas

The first two phases are conveyed via a web application and take place in direct contact with the company management. Within the web application there is a model that maps the categories of the Cradle to Cradle® framework with the circularity strategies that correspond to different business models. Understanding which business model a company is closest to allows you to implement development and innovation strategies, identify processes and/or services to add in order to enter new markets and create new business opportunities with more effective governance guided by conscious planning.
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THE VISION

Through the upcycling of a typical object of the textile industry but also an object-icon of the Prato manufacturing tradition, the spool, we try to bring the community attention to the problem of pollution from plastics and derivatives.

THE PROJECT

The goal is the creation of a warehouse of raw materials and a laboratory for the prototyping of small objects that will allow people to get closer to the problem, with creative workshops and other design and DIY activities, assisted by Codesign Toscana, for years engaged in the area with co-planning and facilitation activities in community contexts. To activate the project, the purchase of Precious Plastic machinery was essential: a shredder that allows you to shred plastic; an extruder of filaments which in turn can be used to create new raw material (granular plastic), or spun around a mold or used creatively; an injector to create small objects using a mold. We also bought a portable CNC router that allows you to work on large plastic (and not only) plates.

At the same time, the secondary raw materials created collaboratively have been made available to the community, with particular reference to the already existing “workspaces” in the Mediterranean Basin, such as in Tunis or Athens, partner cities of the Innomed-up project.

THE RESULTS

Three services were activated at Officina Giovani in Prato:
- collection service for spools and other plastic objects from the textile industry;
- organization of educational workshops to sensitize the community to the practice of recycling;
- possibility of directly using the workspace machines (shredder, injector, extruder and CNC portable router) by local designers and makers.
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“New market positioning for Moebeus innovative services”
by Moebeus Società Benefit srl

THE VISION
With the expansion of the digital ecosystem and of the specific consultancy services to be addressed to our customers, a better definition of the business plan is necessary which explores our distinctive elements, the competitive scenario, the strengths and weaknesses.

THE PROJECT
The objective of the project was to activate specific consultancy on the business plan and marketing plan which helps the applicant to:

• improve the business strategy
• characterize the market positioning
• attract new customers and potential investors

The activities at the center of this project have been functional to the acquisition by the applicant of an adaptation of its business plan in the light of new consultancy lines under development, which provide for the application of Blockchain technology. The aim is to intercept new customers from the Prato business sector and accompany them in an effective transition process towards the circular economy.

In fact, more specifically, the project made it possible to optimize and enhance the organizational, managerial and operational logic system through which the applicant transformed resources into results, inputs into output, through its own activities and technological projects; the need to implement a mentorship for these purposes implied that the same has been in turn characterized by elements of innovation and thus has allowed the definition and systematization of the way in which the company creates, releases and acquires value in the short, medium and long term.

THE RESULTS
The results of the project enhance the services that Moebeus srl addresses in particular to SMEs and craft businesses, directly impacting the territory in which it operates: the Prato industrial district. This validates a virtuous circle of investments that will have repercussions within the Prato context and its economic players.
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THE VISION
The environmental issue is of great interest, but still of little local media attention, it is therefore essential to promote and “market” by optimizing the management of social channels for the dissemination of recovered materials.

THE PROJECT
The aim was to create a “widespread city showcase” with an exhibition of the objects created by Recuperiamoci! in the shops in the city of Prato that have expressed attention to the initiative. The “widespread showcase” gives greater dignity to recovered objects thanks to the possibility of concretely seeing the objects, bringing citizens closer to environmental and social issues.

The improvement of the presence of Recuperiamoci! on the Internet makes citizens acquire a better knowledge of circular practices and new lifestyle choices.

THE RESULTS
Recuperiamoci! since November 2022 has created a “widespread showcase” in 10 shops on the shopping streets displaying objects produced in UPCYCLING & ECODESIGN.

A new communication plan has strengthened the presence of Recuperiamoci! on the Internet and social networks with recovered objects or products in “Upcycling & Ecodesign”. A video was made on the activities carried out.

CONTACTS
@Recuperiamoci
@recuperiamoci
RECUPERIAMOCI!

RECUPERIAMOCI ONLUS
THE VISION
The activity of Recuperiamoci!, which operates on waste, has enormous potential for expansion. The market society has accustomed us to fast consumption and without recovery.

THE PROJECT
In the “Scrap Bank” of Recuperiamoci, many interesting materials are stored for their creative reuse, such as leather, bicycles (frames/inner tubes/tyres), leather, fabrics, sails, banners, spring mattresses, as well as structures/frames for chairs/armchairs/sofas/lamps, which do not have a second market.
The use of suitable machines allows the creation of new coatings, furnishings, lighting fixtures, clothing accessories and much more “saved from the landfill”. The address of Recuperiamoci! is to use machines and tools that are not new but recovered, overhauled and functioning.

The association’s intention for the future is to train those who want to intervene directly on their objects to repair or revive them. That’s why Recuperiamoci! thinks of spaces for those who want to repair their objects, with the equipment and tools to do so.

THE RESULTS
The acquisition of equipment that contributes to expanding “circular” practices in activities and knowledge, to put them at the service of the community. Creating a self-repair service for citizens thanks to the availability of machinery will be a related achievement, which will be realized in the near future.
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